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The Presidogs of the United States of Pawmerica Todd Brown 2017-01-07 Sit. Stay. LEAD!The
Presidogs of the United States of Pawmerica is a re-imagining of history, telling the story of the
forty-four men who have led this nation as if they were furry, fun-loving dogs. How would a
rambunctious pooch have handled the Embargo Act of 1807? Or the Cuban Missile Crisis? Or a
Civil War?! This coﬀee table book answers these questions, as well as provides the reader with an
endless supply of historical and pawlitically charged puppy puns. Consti-CHEW-tion, anyone?Since
every president is matched to a diﬀerent breed of dog, this full color volume provides the reader
with a concise personality proﬁle for each represented breed.It's a great gift idea for animal
lovers, history buﬀs, goofballs, hipsters, and children of all ages. Learn about history! Learn about
dogs! All while laughing your silly head oﬀ. The Presidogs of the United States of Pawmerica is a
quirky, educational and thoroughly adogable read for the whole family!
The Fourth Dimension: Toward a Geometry of Higher Reality Rudy Rucker 2014-08-18 One of the
most talented contemporary authors of cutting-edge math and science books conducts a
fascinating tour of a higher reality, the fourth dimension. Includes problems, puzzles, and 200
drawings. "Informative and mind-dazzling." — Martin Gardner.
Flatland Edwin Abbott Abbott 1991 A humorous examination with serious overtones of the
concepts of space, time, and dimension
Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions Edwin Abbott Abbott 2021-01-01 Flatland: A Romance of
Many Dimensions' is a satirical novella by the English schoolmaster Edwin Abbott Abbott. It was
ﬁrst published in 1884. The book used the ﬁctional two-dimensional world of Flatland to comment
on the hierarchy of Victorian culture, but the novella's more enduring contribution is its
examination of dimensions.
Flatland, See Flatland Yvan Martinez 2015-01-06 Flatland, see Flatland blends three genres - the
annotated novel, the parallel novel and the reimagined classic - into a fantastical edition of the
1884 science ﬁction novella Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions by Edward Abbott Abbott.
Twelve designers collaborated to produce a reading experience that is both idiosyncratic and
systematic. Abbott's original text is juxtaposed with graphic intrusions, marginalia and subplots
guaranteed to engage readers of all dimensions 'throughout the universe, in perpetuity'.
Kitab Kabbani Byblos Press 2015-10-26 The Middle East is spinning out of control, but what does
that mean to a simple fast-order cook in Central California? Everything-his family, his love life, his
future, his purpose. And it may be that he means a great deal to the Middle East. Some are willing
to kill him and others are willing to risk their lives to protect him. This adventure takes the reader
to Turkey, Iran, and Arabia. Themes of historical religions of the Middle East, modern
interpretations, truth, understanding, and what the future holds for this volatile region are
interwoven throughout the book. Romance and its seeming impossibility provide a metaphor for
all that is wonderful about this region, and all that may be suﬀocating hope. The unspoken
question through most of the book asks is something more happening as this adventure unfolds?
The Listen Lady: A novel and social media research guide baked into one
The Gospels and Acts Book 2 Bible Copyworks 2017-02-15 The Gospels and Acts are composed of
writings from St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John and the Book of Acts. The purpose of which
is to give you the spiritual lens that will enable you to see clearly what you fail to see using your
physical lens. As you read this collection, try to see the three spiritual themes to it. Get a copy
today.
Reality Rules II: A Guide to Teen Nonﬁction Reading Interests Elizabeth Fraser 2012-10-08 A musthave resource for librarians, teachers, and parents on the popular and growing area of teen
nonﬁction—a genre now mandated by the Common Core Standards.
Flatland Edwin A. Abbott 2022-09-27 “AT ONCE A PLAYFUL BRAINTEASER ABOUT GEOMETRY, A
POINTED SATIRE OF VICTORIAN MANNERS—AND A STRANGELY COMPELLING ARGUMENT ABOUT
THE GREATEST MYSTERIES OF THE UNIVERSE.” – The Wall Street Journal This highly entertaining
satirical novella, written by English schoolmaster Edwin A. Abbott was ﬁrst published in 1884, and
for more than 100 years has continued to charm readers. A masterpiece of science ﬁction, it is in
actuality a social commentary told through a mathematical framework oﬀering pointed
observations on the social hierarchy of Victorian culture. Abbott recounts the journeys of A.
Square, a mathematician and resident of the two-dimensional Flatland, where women,
represented by thin, straight lines are the lowliest of shapes, and where men may have any
number of sides, depending on their social status. Through unusual occurrences, A. Square, has
his perspective transformed forever as he comes into contact with a host of geometric forms,
including those of one dimension in Lineland, three dimensions in Spaceland, and no dimensions
in Pointland. He is returned to his two-dimensional world after he entertains a revolutionary idea
of visiting a land of four dimensions. Flatland is not only fascinating book, but it is also a ﬁrst-rate
ﬁctional introduction to the concept of the multiple dimensions of space. Einstein’s 1915
publication of the theory of relativity made Flatland popular as a prophet of four dimensions. It is
still popular today amongst mathematics, physics, and computer science students. This brilliantly
eccentric classic is an invitation to see beyond our own reality and inﬂuenced writers from Carl
Sagan to Stephen Hawking.
The Kernel and the Husk Edwin Abbott Abbott 2018-10-13 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Spaceland Rudy Rucker 2003-07-04 Joe Cube is a Silicon Valley hotshot--well, a would-be hotshot
anyway--hoping that the 3-D TV project he's managing will lead to the big money IPO he's always
dreamed of. On New Year's Eve, hoping to impress his wife, he sneaks home the prototype. It
brings no new warmth to their cooling relationship, but it does attract someone else's attention.
When Joe sees a set of lips talking to him (ﬂoating in midair) and feels the poke of a disembodied
ﬁnger (inside him), it's not because of the champagne he's drunk. He has just met Momo, a
woman from the All, a world of four spatial dimensions for whom our narrow world, which she calls
Spaceland, is something like a rug, but one ﬁlled with motion and life. Momo has a business
proposition for Joe, an oﬀer she won't let him refuse. The upside potential becomes much clearer
to him once she helps him grow a new eye (on a stalk) that can see in the fourth-dimensional
directions, and he agrees. After that it's a wild ride through a million-dollar night in Las Vegas, a
budding addiction to tasty purple 4-D food, a failing marriage, eye-popping excursions into the All,
and encounters with Momo's foes, rubbery red critters who steal money, oﬀer sage advice and
sometimes messily explode. Joe is having the time of his life, until Momo's scheme turns out to
have angles he couldn't have imagined. Suddenly the fate of all life here in Spaceland is at stake.
Rudy Rucker is a past master at turning mathematical concepts into rollicking science ﬁction
adventure, from Spacetime Donuts and White Light to The Hacker and the Ants. In the tradition of
Edwin A. Abbott's classic novel, Flatland, Rucker gives us a tour of higher mathematics and
visionary realities. Spaceland is Flatland on hyperdrive! At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Book of Questions for New Parents Shelly Phegley 2012-12-13 The Book of Questions for New
Parents is a collection of 300 questions and scenarios that will challenge you to explore yourself
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and your loved one as new parents of young children.
Philochristus Edwin Abbott Abbott 1878
Free Roll Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22 Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds
of thousands of dollars working for some of the largest professional gamblers in Las Vegas? ...
How to spend a summer house sitting one of the biggest stars in the world's 11,000 square-foot
mansion - without an invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime - speciﬁcally,
running a shoplifting ring in a middle American mall - pays? ... What causes a son to ﬁnally say
enough is enough ... and decide "Today is the day I am going to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt
Tobler has the answers in this funny, touching and sometimes downright unbelievable memoir of
a small town Wyoming-kid turned "mall-ﬁa" don, turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells his
life story with candor, detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy connections and lucky
breaks he experienced along the way to his comedy career, all while trying to balance a toxic
relationship with his unreliable jailbird dad. In these pages Brandt will make you laugh (he better it's his job!) and believe as he does that, when it comes to deﬁning family, blood isn't always
thicker than water. -- back cover.
My Soul Immortal Jen Printy 2014-02-22 Book 1 of Fated Eternals An endless love, for an
endless price. Jack’s immortality is exposed when he prevents a liquor store heist, forcing him to
ﬂee to protect his secret—a secret not even he understands. But when he meets Leah Winters—a
mirror image of his decades-lost love, Lydia—his very soul is laid bare. He begins to question his
sanity. Is she real, and if so, what does that mean for Jack and his secret? Jack’s not the only
mystery man in town. A stranger named Artagan hints at knowledge Jack is desperate to possess.
But can he trust Artagan, or does the dark newcomer harbor deadly secrets of his own? As Jack’s
bond with Leah grows, so does the danger to her life. Jack must discover just how much he is
willing to risk in order to save the woman he already lost once. Keywords: Paranormal, Romance,
Immortal, Love
Winterhawk’s Land Michael Dante Michael Dante played the title role in Winterhawk (1975), a
Western about a legendary Blackfoot Chief’s character and his principles. In this novella sequel,
he pens an ageless saga about ruthless railroad executives trying to assassinate him in order to
build their railroad directly through his territory, taking the Blackfoot land without provocation.
Winterhawk and his tribe remain strong as long as they can, to protect the land of their people,
the land they call home, before the invasion of progress imposes itself on America. This inspiring
story of a brave man, who stands up to and ﬁght against those who have their own agenda for his
land, evokes the nostalgic atmosphere of Western series that Dante frequently appeared in during
American television’s Golden Era, such as Death Valley Days, The Big Valley, Daniel Boone,
Custer, The Texan, Bonanza, Maverick, and Cheyenne.
Truth Beyond the Matrix Ronald Fellion 2016-01-15 Questioning some commonly accepted
metaphysical beliefs and explaining how they are programs-beliefs of control designed to keep a
person within this earthly matrix. How to escape these programs and this system by changing
your beliefs.
The Fix Up Kendall Ryan 2016-10-11 From New York Times bestseller, Kendall Ryan, comes a
sexy new standalone novel. My tempting and very alpha friend Sterling Quinn is someone I
consider oﬀ-limits. It's not just that we're friends, he's also cocky, conﬁdent, and British, which
means he's a walking aphrodisiac. But lately he's been giving me the look. You know the one.
When he thinks I'm not paying attention, and his gaze lingers for too long. When we start working
together, that's when the sexual tension between us gets so thick, I want to hack through it with a
machete. I want to make all these deep feelings I've harbored for him disappear, because there's
no way this can end well. The lines between business and pleasure become irrevocably blurred,
and I'm stuck between a rock and Sterling's very, very hard place. Rather than keep a level head
about our growing attraction, Sterling wants to go all in, showing me just how explosive we can be
together. But I've been around long enough to know that this British bad boy is more than my
heart can handle. I'm not about to be cast aside like yesterday's underwear when he's done
having fun. Sterling’s never been told no, and he's not about to put his ego aside and play by my
rules. But I never thought he'd ﬁght so dirty.
Reading and Writing to Learn Mathematics Joseph G. R. Martinez 2001 Shows K-6 teachers how to
teach math using writing and reading lessons and activities in accordance with NCTM standard
#2, math-as-communication. Includes classroom examples, lessons, activities, and stories for
teachers to show how everyday language skills can transfer to math learning. Illustrates how to
make writing a meaningful part of cognitive as well as aﬀective development, how to use reading
and writing in assessment of math sills, and how to make reading-math assignments more
meaningful.
Many-sided Shapes Dana Meachen Rau 2006-08-30 "Identiﬁes many-sided shapes and their
points or sides"--Provided by publisher.
When God Unfolds the Rose Peggy Headings 2006-11-01 Annie has many unanswered questions!
Will she ﬁnd her one and true love or will she be destined to stay single all her life and do a work
for God?
World Wise Schools, Destination: Kyrgyzstan Study Guide, WWS 29T-96 1996
Count Your Beans!! Richard J. Van Ness, Ph.D. 2011-11-20 Secrets of wealth building are
revealed in the book, Count Your Beans!! William D. Danko, co-author of the New York Times best
seller, The Millionaire Next Door, says that everyone should read this book! Learn a behavior
modiﬁcation approach and take the journey to reach and sustain your desired ﬁnancial comfort
zone. Learn how to successfully navigate the camouﬂaged pathway that so many have followed to
enhance their ﬁnancial wellbeing. Readers of this book have an opportunity to become
dynamically engaged wealth generating participants. Everyone should read, Count Your Beans!!
Study Guide: Flatland Vincent Verret 2018-02-06 Master the material and ace any assignment
with this innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as it
produces true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study guides simply give
basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material without digesting or learning
it. Other study guides take complex themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to
readers. This Study Guide series is diﬀerent. Using the original text as a guide, you will learn to
cite evidence from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading.Designed under the
guidance of an experienced and credentialed instructor, this study guide series GUIDES the
learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide, in the
user's own words. Filled with guided reading activities, students are able to ﬁll this guidebook with
their own information. If you read it, write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn it!Teachers, you can
also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your entire class. It makes
the perfect guided reading activity and will teach students how to internalize the reading, note
taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally perform. These make the perfect
workbook to keep your class engaged and learning.
The Call of the Wild Jack London 2012-02-29 A classic novel of adventure, drawn from London's
own experiences as a Klondike adventurer, relating the story of a heroic dog caught in the brutal
life of the Alaska Gold Rush. Note.
The Book of the Dead Berrnard Paul Badham 2015-10-30 The Book of the Dead is an ancient
Egyptian funerary text, used from the beginning of the New Kingdom (around 1550 BCE) to
around 50 BCE. This Reading & Answer Book is for the student of hieroglyphs who wishes to
extend their translation skills using real ancient Egyptian texts. The pages contain the
hieroglyphic text, phonetic transltion, literal and full translations and should be used with the
accompanying Student Work Book which contains only the hieroglyphic text and phonetic
translation. Most of the text is taken from the Papyrus of Any: The papyrus of Anwy (Any) was
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found at Thebes and was purchased by the British Museum in 1888. It measures 78 feet by 1 foot
3 inches and is the longest papyrus of the Theban Period. It is made up of 6 indivual parts. It
contains a number of chapters of the Book of the Dead, mostly accompanied by illustrations. The
titles of the chapters in the papyrus are written in red. In the following texts a phonetic (grey)
translation of the hieroglyphs is provided to aid word identiﬁcation in the Student Work Book and
in the Reading & Answer Book, an English transliteration and a full literal translation is given for
reading and study. This work is taken from the Papyrus of Anwy and other sources to complete
the utterances of the Book of the Dead.
Let's Visit Nunavut Gr. 2-4
Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions illustrated Edwin Abbott Abbott 2021-08-18 Flatland: A
Romance of Many Dimensions illustrated Edwin Abbott Abbott - Flatland: A Romance of Many
Dimensions is a satirical novel. Written pseudonymously by "A Square", the book used the
ﬁctional two-dimensional world of Flatland to comment on the hierarchy of Victorian culture, but
the novella's more enduring contribution is its examination of dimensions. Although it did not
achieve popular success on its publication in 1884, Flatland gained a broad audience after the
publication of Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity, which focused attention on the concept
of a fourth dimension. The book enjoyed another renaissance with the advent of modern science
ﬁction in the late 1930s and is now widely acknowledged as a pioneering work of mathematical
ﬁction.
Pursue Your Purpose Not Your Dreams 2015-08-01
Study Guide: Flatland Vincent Verret 2018-07-05 Welcome to the best Study Guide for Flatland
with this special Deluxe Edition, featuring over 100 pages of guided activities, diagrams, visual
organizers, note-taking exercises, and essential questions! With sections aimed at citing evidence
from the text, this study guide for Flatland is up to date with Next Generation, 21st Century, and
Common Core skill requirements. This study guide for Flatland can be used as BOTH a study guide
for readers/students AND an instructional guide for teachers. It is the perfect companion to
introducing literature in any classroom!Master the material and ace any assignment with this
innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as it produces
true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study guides for Flatland simply give
basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material without digesting or learning
it. Other study guides take complex themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to
readers. But, this Study Guide for Flatland is diﬀerent. Using the original text as a guide, you will
learn to cite evidence from the text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading. Readers will
self-generate additional notes within the structure provided by this Study Guide.Designed by a
veteran educator, this study guide for Flatland GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for
themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in the user's own words. Filled with guided
reading activities, students are able to ﬁll this guidebook with their own information. If you read it,
write it, and reﬂect on it, you will learn it!Teachers: Besides being a great lesson plan or activity
resource, you can also purchase a set of these books (or one book and make copies) for your
entire class. It makes the perfect guided reading activity for Flatland and will teach students how
to internalize the reading, note taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally
perform. These make the perfect workbook to keep your class engaged and learning!
Flatterland Ian Stewart 2010-10-08 First there was Edwin A. Abbott's remarkable Flatland,
published in 1884, and one of the all-time classics of popular mathematics. Now, from
mathematician and accomplished science writer Ian Stewart, comes what Nature calls "a superb
sequel." Through larger-than-life characters and an inspired story line, Flatterland explores our
present understanding of the shape and origins of the universe, the nature of space, time, and
matter, as well as modern geometries and their applications. The journey begins when our
heroine, Victoria Line, comes upon her great-great-grandfather A. Square's diary, hidden in the
attic. The writings help her to contact the Space Hopper, who tempts her away from her home
and family in Flatland and becomes her guide and mentor through ten dimensions. In the tradition
of Alice in Wonderland and The Phantom Toll Booth, this magniﬁcent investigation into the nature
of reality is destined to become a modern classic.
The Enchanted April Elizabeth Von Arnim 1923 Driven to action by the dreariness of their lives in
London, two not-quite friends, in the hopes of ﬁnding renewal, plan to rent a medieval Italian
castle for a month. They are joined by two other women, a socialite and a dowager, each also
seeking a remedy for their dissatisfactions. As the quartet eventually (though not necessarily
gracefully) settles in together, they share the beauty and joy of their springtime palace, and each
becomes reacquainted with the self they had forgotten. Whether or not the enchantment can
carry into their lives and loves in the "real" world is the question. The basis for the ﬁlm, of the
same name, this is a classic to cherish.
Reading Comprehension Teachers Guide Level C Teacher Created Materials Staﬀ 2006-03-31
Reading Comprehension is a full-color consumable workbook series for Grades 1-8 which develops
the following key reading comprehension skills:Identify Main Idea and Supporting
DetailsSummarize and ParaphraseUse Prior Knowledge and Make ConnectionsIdentify Author's
Point of ViewUse Text OrganizersAsk QuestionsVisualizeMake InferencesCompare and
ContrastPredictIdentify SequenceIdentify Cause and EﬀectClassify and CategorizeIdentify Story
ElementsAnalyze PlotTeacher EditionThis item is a replacement for item #10153
Tales of Two Americas John Freeman 2017-09-05 Thirty-six major contemporary writers examine
life in a deeply divided America—including Anthony Doerr, Ann Patchett, Roxane Gay, Rebecca
Solnit, Hector Tobar, Joyce Carol Oates, Edwidge Danticat, Richard Russo, Eula Bliss, Karen
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Russell, and many more America is broken. You don’t need a ﬁstful of statistics to know this. Visit
any city, and evidence of our shattered social compact will present itself. From Appalachia to the
Rust Belt and down to rural Texas, the gap between the wealthiest and the poorest stretches to
unimaginable chasms. Whether the cause of this inequality is systemic injustice, the
entrenchment of racism in our culture, the long war on drugs, or immigration policies, it
endangers not only the American Dream but our very lives. In Tales of Two Americas, some of the
literary world’s most exciting writers look beyond numbers and wages to convey what it feels like
to live in this divided nation. Their extraordinarily powerful stories, essays, and poems
demonstrate how boundaries break down when experiences are shared, and that in sharing our
stories we can help to alleviate a suﬀering that touches so many people.
Regarding Anna Florence Osmund 2015-02-26 Things that happen to you in the past can mold
you into someone you
Flatland Edwin A. Abbott 2012-02-29 Classic of science (and mathematical) ﬁction — charmingly
illustrated by the author — describes the adventures of A. Square, a resident of Flatland, in
Spaceland (three dimensions), Lineland (one dimension), and Pointland (no dimensions).
Flatland Edwin Abbott Abbott 1885 In a two-dimensional universe populated by a hierarchical
society of geometric ﬁgures, a square is persecuted for attempting to reveal its new knowledge of
a third dimension, learned from encounters with a sphere.
Bad Boyfriends Jeb Kinnison 2014-03-08 This book is a practical guide to using the science of
attachment and relationships to ﬁnd the right life partner. If you were brought up in the Western
world, you've been trained on fairy tales of love and relationships that are misleading at best, and
at worst have you making mistake after mistake in starting relationships with the wrong kinds of
people who will waste your time and keep you from ﬁnding a loyal partner. Science has the
answer! Or at least a guide to save you the time and eﬀort of discovering for yourself how many
wrong types of romantic partners there are. Reading this book will help you recognize the signs of
some of the syndromes that prevent people from being good partners. We'll go through those
syndromes and point out some of the signs. Those little red ﬂags you sometimes notice when you
are getting to know someone? Often they speak loud and clear once you understand the types,
and you can decide immediately to run away or approach with caution those who show them. If
you're young and just starting to look for a partner, good news-the world is swarming with welladjusted, charming matches for you, if you know how to recognize them. The bad news: you are
inexperienced and you may not recognize the right type of person when you date them. Many
people expect to experience an immediate sense of excitement, an overwhelming rush of
attraction, and to fall in love rapidly and equally with someone who feels the same. This rarely
happens, and when it does it usually ends badly! And expecting it will cause you to let go of
people who are steady, loving, and attentive, if you had given them a chance. So once you've
identiﬁed someone who makes you laugh, answers your messages, and is there for you when you
want them, don't make the mistake of tossing them aside for the merely good-looking, sexy, or
intriguing stranger. If you're older, bad news: while you were spending time and eﬀort on
relationships you were hoping would turn out better, or even happily nestled in a good
relationship or two, most of the secure, reliable, sane people in your age group got paired oﬀ.
They're married or happily enfamilied, and most of the people your age in the dating pool are
tragically unable to form a good long-term relationship. You should always ask yourself, "why is
this one still available?"-there may be a good answer (recently widowed or left a long-term
relationship), or it may be that this person has just been extraordinarily unlucky in having over
twenty short relationships in twenty years (to cite one case!) But it's far more likely you have met
someone with a problematic attachment style. As you age past 40, the percentage of the dating
pool that is able to form a secure, stable relationship drops to less than 30%[1]; and since it can
take months of dating to understand why Mr. or Ms. SeemsNice is really the future ex-partner
from Hell, being able to recognize the diﬃcult types will help you recognize them faster and move
on to the next. This book outlines the basics (which might be all you need), and points you toward
more resources if you want to understand more about your problem partner. If you're wondering if
the guy or girl you've been hanging out with might not be quite right, this is the place to match
those little red ﬂags you've noticed with known bad types. And by getting out fast, you can avoid
emotional damage and wasted time, and get going on ﬁnding someone who's really right for you.
Study all of the bad types and you'll detect them before even getting involved. Or you could be
one of the few people who recognizes their own problems in one of these types. There are study
materials and plans of action for you, too. If you've had lots of relationships and they all seem to
go wrong, the common factor is you! Your task is to make yourself into a better partner - a goal
that even the most evolved of us can always work toward.
The Annotated Flatland Ian Stewart 2008-07-31 Flatland is a unique, delightful satire that has
charmed readers for over a century. Published in 1884 by the English clergyman and headmaster
Edwin A. Abbott, it is the fanciful tale of A. Square, a two-dimensional being who is whisked away
by a mysterious visitor to The Land of Three Dimensions, an experience that forever alters his
worldview. Like the original, Ian Stewart's commentary takes readers on a strange and wonderful
journey. With clarity and wit, Stewart illuminates Abbott's numerous Victorian references and
touches on such diverse topics as ancient Babylon, Karl Marx, Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, Mt.
Everest, H.G. Wells, and phrenology. The Annotated Flatland makes fascinating connections
between Flatland and Abbott's era, resulting in a classic to rival Abbott's own, and a book that will
inspire and delight curious readers for generations to come.
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